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If  I Could Turn Back Time

I’d press kestrels & wrens 
into their shattered eggs, knit each 
shard to one smooth form, & return them
to yolk & stillness. I’d will the potted sprouts 
on your windowsill to make home 
of  their seeds again. Your garden 
of  sungolds & romas would slim 
to sharp beads of  green on silver-furred leaves, 
the stakes, coiled with their heft, moaning relief. 

& I’d teach everything that falls to rise. 
& everything made will unravel itself. Somewhere,
the fox wanes her jaw & out 
staggers a hare, intact. Somewhere, 
the sky turns to hunger. Lightning 
becomes a tongue drunk up by the clouds.
The horizon goes full on the sun 
falling east & lifts the moon 
in exchange. 

You would still be on your rusted balcony,
hair cornrowed & scratched tight 
to your skull, Goodwill sweats 
scattering the hourglass slope of  you. 
Below, cars reverse the freeway & 4 AM inhales
a fog stained with daylight.
You would ask, again, for my forgiveness 
& you would have it. 
I would not call you by a dead name. 
I would have stayed as long 
as you wanted. 

I see you condensing from broken angle on wet cement 
to boy. You, rising, limbs backstroking the air. Wind 
parachuting you & your strange tunic 
up, unmourned, to the lip 

of  the roof.

Avery James
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Topaz // Kathleen Minor



Glass
 Do you see this, dear? We are sea and sky. Sea and sky.
 In heartbeats, my bare feet slapped against the seafoam and lilac petals that blanketed the edge of  our hovering 
island, trails of  bright sugar and sticky salt – like the hot streams down my face. Mama would be taken soon. The Ceta-
cean, those great fish who passed through air and water, would come up from the depths and take her away from me, just 
as she said they would. Nothing stayed on this island forever. It was in between, a temporary haven, a grant of  mercy for 
the sake of  a child. For the sake of  me. Yet the Cetacean would take her before she was gone and leave me abandoned 
with her voice a mere echo within.
 They will take me home.
 “This is her home!” I screamed as if  they could hear me from here. But the knotted docks were barely in sight, 
and from this distance I couldn’t tell if  the Cetacean had arrived yet. How close was the sea? I could never fathom the 
drop from our island, how far the lagoon waters fell into the endless expanse below. Was it down so far that I could never 
reach it? Was it as far from me as the sky?
 Mama had told me of  the place she’d come from on the ocean, of  silk rafts and driftwood bridges, of  shelled 
ankles and seagrass hair. She still wore her hair like that: long and free ebony waves reflecting blue in the sun. Silver shone 
too, bright as moonlight. I didn’t have her hair, but she assured me I had her eyes: deep grey, a stormy sea, more terrible 
than the sky could ever accomplish. I hoped mine were beautiful like hers.
 And when they come, you must be ready.
 She was fading now like my father. I couldn’t remember him, but I still knew. Her skin grayed, eyes sunken, the 
wrinkled rivets smoothed from the pads if  her fingers. If  I couldn’t cure her, she would be taken from me forever.
 I plunged forward. Petals scattered into feathers and wings, flying from me in a hurricane. I clutched the barnacle 
necklace I made for her, the reason I wasn’t with her now as I should’ve. I thought the sight of  it would make her smile. 
She’d have color in her cheeks again and light in her eyes. She’d push on longer. She wouldn’t slip away yet. But the island 
had stirred when I retrieved it, a quake in its levitation, and I knew the Cetacean were coming.
 I wasn’t ready. I wasn’t ready.
 Look up at the stars, Kailani, beyond the sky. That is where your father looks down on you.
 Mama showed me the map of  gravestones in the stars, a gleaming cemetery, souls in astronomical assembly. And 
when she was gone in turn, she would look up at me. She would lie beyond the sea to watch me from below where there 
was light to rival the stars and darkness deeper than that expanse. But I would not let her go so soon. I would fend off the 
Cetacean despite my smallness, and in so doing I would make her laugh, and she would stay. The more she smiled, the 
longer she’d stay. I was sure of  it.
 I never asked her where I would be after she was gone, though in fear she once told me there were those who 
would reject me no matter which choice I took: sea or sky. Mama came from the sea. It was a place roused in my imagi-
nation with wonderous clarity from her stories. A people of  the water, whose bloodstream flowed with the currents, whose 
mood shifted with the tides. They rode porpoises and danced with seahorses. Floating cities strung together with seaweed 
and silk, driftwood underfoot. A place as wondrous and treacherous as the ocean.
 My father came from the sky. There was nothing but mystery shrouding his home. I knew nothing but for a hazy 
image of  the man Mama loved, and that was enough to make such a place compelling.
 No, dear, they will not let you stay here.
 Water washing from our island tumbled over into the sea below. The dock jutted from precious stone and fine 
grasses, hovering over the falling water and into open sky. Breath burned in my chest. I was certain she was there waiting 
at its tip, drawn there like a summons. She said my father would have gone similarly if  he had not faded so soon. She said 
she’d placed him at the dock’s edge when a swarm of  cranes and kingfishers, storks and pelicans descended to claim him. 
She said it was a mass of  seabirds so great that the wind from their wings caused the palm trees to bow. But I had dreamed 
of  ships in the clouds floating home – the path of  the wayward unaccepted by sea or sky.
 No matter what you choose, you must hold it in your heart…
 I screamed. She could not hear me. Waves exploded from below where she stood. I tripped, rolling, knees and 
palms skinned over the coarse soil beneath the petals and seafoam. Tears burned my eyes. I looked up in a swirl of  lilac 
wings as the colossal creatures protruded from the depths. There were two of  them, one grey as stone with a swooping 
lower jaw and a wing-like tail, the other pearly white with a short round snout and wide black eyes. They swirled upward,A Frosty Morning // Bailey Albertson

Emory R. Frie

Between Enrapture and Abandon
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Somehow it’s like lights on the streets reflecting into puddles at night. It writes hymns to light and on the sunniest days, I 

go hunting at the gap on the mountain to hear its songs. Kids go there to drink, and they fling their empty bottles to the 

dirt, liquid shatters, shatters, shatters, echoing the night it fell. I dig fossils of  recklessness and bad decisions, and I fill my 

pockets with the wildest youth. Sharp ocean pieces, frozen into points like waves that can draw blood. I dropped a mug for 

tea, and stole a handle-piece, and when it fell on my floor, I forgot all about the little Englishman. Instead I worshipped the 

frozen ocean, the pagans, and hung them in my sunniest windows.

Hillary Albertson



Night Mare / / Destiny Witt

swimming through the air. Mama waited in a trance.
 I scurried to my feet and stumbled forward, but never found the speed I had before.
 We chose a side we were never meant to take. And so you were born of  opposing worlds, harmonious but separate. You are sea and sky. 
Never forget the rebellion of  your existence.
 The Cetacean reached her as I reached the dock. My throat was too tight. Screams faltered to croaking sobs. The 
white one nudged her weak body onto the grey’s back, and I knew I wouldn’t reach her, and I knew I wouldn’t stop run-
ning. Pounding footfalls rattled the floorboards. “Take me with you!”
 You must choose, but you must not forget.
 She had shown me how the dewdrops gathered on our fingers at our will, how the current changed when we 
passed our hands overhead. Water could dance around her feet and play with her ebony hair, slick over olive skin. I 
couldn’t make the water dance. I could make the barnacles sing. They dug into my raw palms now, a shrill whistle vibrat-
ing through. A similar note came from the Cetacean, long and clear, vibrations in the air that made my spine chill. It was 
as if  they called for me to come no further. It was too late. They had taken her.
 Your spirit is too free to be weighed down by the sea, Kailani. You cannot drown.
 I hugged the post at the end and watched them descend into the shifting blue below. She grew brighter as the Ce-
tacean took her lower, like the light caught her soul and glistened. The barnacle necklace hung from my fist. Salt stung my 
skin, wetness sliding down my chin to my chest. I couldn’t understand. How could she be gone? I was going to make her 
smile. She was going to stay. If  the Cetacean had waited a little longer, they would’ve seen that. I wasn’t ready to choose. 
Breathing came harder, frantic, jilted. I slid to my bleeding knees, holding tightly to the post that anchored me to this spot 
between sea and sky. I wanted to feel her warm arms around me, tell me all was well. The wind chilled my arms.
 When she was long beyond my sight, I tore my gaze from below. On the horizon there came the ghost of  a way-
ward ship like the ones in my dreams, and I wondered if  they would take me away too, now, to be a vagabond between 
opposing worlds. Rejected by and belonging to sea and sky. The island wasn’t home anymore.
 Be wary of  the sun; I cannot teach you its ways.
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Erika Cottrell
I have memories of  cloud busting with my father, shooting at the sails of  Cumulonimbus until it bursts into dust and makes 

no sound; distorted, muted; yet all I can hear is the thunder that keeps me awake at night; the storms come to rip our roof  

off and I lie in bed knowing we must pull them from the sky—I will stand on the balcony and pull as they billow down like 

chiffon, all going in the basket with my shells, and in the morning I’ll walk the cape in blue. I’ve done a bad thing, stolen 

a conch, taken a single louse from the tide and stabbed him with my hook—I will kill again. The man’o’war beneath my 

foot, a thin balloon who dreams of  helium and not quantum physics in this place of  no waking computers, where the 

system sleeps and dreams of  things in the abyssal zone; the dark I try not to imagine as the sky dies and the sea turns black.

8             
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Pink
Anya Schaaf

You used to tease me about it being my favorite color
Said it was adorable how much I loved it

You laughed when I insisted our furniture be pink
And promised we’d pick out the paint together

You changed your mind when your sister’s suicide note was written in pink

Our furniture was painted black

I used to dream of  having a little girl of  our own
A child we could spoil like a princess

You bought pink wallpaper for the nursery before I could
And claimed she’d turn out just like me

You changed your mind when our stillborn was wrapped in a pink blanket

I wore black for months

I used to only buy shades of  pink lipstick
A different one for every occasion

You were surprised when someone paid for our meal
And said pink must be our good luck charm

You changed your mind when we were hit by a pink convertible

All I could see was black

I used to think we would last forever 
The pink album held our promises

You held on tight to my hands
And told me I was worried over nothing

You changed your mind when your blood soaked through my pink dress

My skin was bruised with black

I used to believe pink was beautiful
That it held the key to joy and happiness

You kissed me until we were both left breathless
And convinced me everything would be okay

I changed my mind when they laid pink roses at your grave

Black is my new favorite color

Her on Vinyl // Parker Page Trau
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Poppy // Katie Nichols

The Color of  Tarsiers
Clinton Crockett Peters

We are walking through a forest where rain falls on the broad acacia leaves and is pooling near the mud and the roots that 
catch our ankles. The air snatches at my neck. I come over a hill, not too far from the front desk that has maps of  ranges 
and messages on the walls that begin with help: “Help the Tarsiers,” “Help the environment,” “Help the Philippines.”
The man who was speaking on our bus told us the park is free, but we should buy something if  we feel we should.

“The people who work here make no money,” he said. He was staring out the window when he mentioned this, as markets 
and mangroves passed by.

When I see the first tarsier, it is asleep on a tree branch, its mouse tail twisted around the stem of  a leaf, rumpled fur wet in 
the downpour. I have to hurry after a cursory glance because there is a bigger group behind ours, urging us on, disappoint-
ment already in their faces and footsteps.

I follow our guide, winding around a corkscrew path and in pockets of  pea-green leaves the size of  quarters. The second 
tarsier is shaded and dry. The primate opens its eyes, swivels its head 190 degrees. They are nocturnal, but a dozen of  us 
are taking pictures and crunching leaves. We’re loudly making plans for the conference back at the hotel.

We march to the third tarsier, high up in a palm tree. Our young guide, a man with brutal side chops and a Chicago Cubs 
cap, points with a piece of  bamboo.

“You see,” he says. “They like high ground.”

It looks comforting to be up there in the shade of  the palm leaves from rain and sun, and just out of  earshot of  our camer-
as. Our shutters click like eyelids fluttering. This tarsier doesn’t wake.

Somehow it hits us all at once: the lack of  sleep from travel on our fellowship, the jet-lag, the hunger for lunch. We are on 
a writing vacation yet we move on heads down, feet shuffling as if  we’re bearing a load.

We hear from our guide that there are only ten tarsiers in this park, and only about 200 in the wild around this island 
where they are indigenous. They are small, narrow boned, easy to break. Visitors sometimes want the apple-sized primates 
as pets. Holding one could shatter it.

“You may think the tarsiers are cute,” the guide says, “but they are not your babies.”

Elsewhere on the island there is what the guide calls “concentration camps,” laboratories where tarsiers are kept in pens 
and taken out, put on people’s shoulders. Each tarsier lasts about a year, he says, in that sparkling pet shop, and so new 
ones are taken from the wild to fill the cages.

At our fourth and last view, I bend down and my face gets as close to him as it is to my own hand later when I take out my 
wallet and hold it up to count the bills. I see the tarsier folded into a shape like a fist, his wet fur smooth, fleshy. His owl 
head buried into his chest. He is breathing — a slight ripple of  peach fuzz rising up and down, about one breath per long 
second. His ears branch off in a Y, and his tail hanging down like what should carry a weight for a ticking clock.

A little quake echoes in my stomach. A sleeping heart, I think. A pumping fist (it’s about the size of  my heart), beating, 
breathing, sending blood through the forest and island.

I come back into the gift store where there is a spotted dog walking around hungry and a glass case selling watches, key 
chains, sunglasses, small bags, T-shirts, cokes, and postcards of  wide-eyed tarsiers.

After we pay for what we want, we drive away, down a dirt road, my arm on the window sill as another bus passes us on 
the way in. All I can see out the window, is green.
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College Church // Hallie Marie McErlain

If  God Responded
Meridith Beretta

I’ve seen men with blood stained 
hands from trying to exterminate 
a race, bend knees and fold hands 
to worship the same god a child 
calls, “heavenly father”. 

Women beg - plead for salvation 
with trembling rosary beads. 
people dedicate their lives to 
service, speaking into a 
phone that never rings.

What would happen if  God
returned a phone call or wrote 
a letter? Would children die from
bullets in schools? Would girls 
slit their wrists in ceramic alters? 

If  God answered prayers would
there be wars about religions? If
he said two plus two does equal 
five, would our laws be rewritten?

If  God sent a message, would 
black men, Jews, Native Americans,
or hijab’d women still fight to 
keep from being reduced to 
bloody carnage?

If  God gave a hint about his 
thoughts and which texts were 
right, would a plane still have 
crashed into the two buildings?

If  God gave a damn about his
creations would it matter who you
loved or your skin color? 
Would white still be His color,
or would tan no longer be the 
look of  damnation? 

If  God spoke would his name 
lose all meaning? His power
diminished? Would those who 
claim to know him and be 
blessed with grace find 
his voice unfamiliar? 

If  God responded would I hit 
my knees to listen and 
be disappointed?
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Paul Van Wingerden

a song. The car quickly exploded with the quick drumming and scratchy vocals of  the metal music Aaron was so fond of. 
Reagan rolled his eyes. Although he didn’t mind metal, he loved EDM.
 “Holy shit!” Jarod nearly yelled, making Reagan jump. The car jerked to the side before he corrected the path. 
 “What the hell, dude?” Reagan said, his heart pounding. “What is it?”
 “Yeah man, not cool,” Aaron said, pounding his hands on the dash of  the car along with the drums. 
 “One sec. I need to finish reading this.” He delved back into his phone while Reagan focused on the road, pulling 
off of  the interstate to reach the right exit. 
 Jarod put his phone down and fumbled with the pack of  cigarettes, shakily managing to get one in his mouth. 
Reagan cracked the windows as his friend lit the cigarette, becoming very anxious. Jarod only smoked when he was really 
nervous or stressed. He’d run out when they had gone to Cedar Point because some of  the rides had made him really ner-
vous beforehand. 
 “Listen to this,” he said and then proceeded to read directly from his phone. “An anonymous group, known only 
by the self  given title of  ‘Libertorem ex Avaritia,’ which translates to ‘Liberators from Greed,” has committed one of  the 
greatest acts of  terrorism in recent times. A large scale hacking on multiple top banks across the country has wiped out all 
records and accounts, including FDICs and all other insurance policies. Any records of  accounts are gone, even backups. 
Although they claim to be heroes, they’ve been labeled as ‘one of  the greatest threats to American security.” 
 Jarod stopped and took a deep pull from his cigarette, the ashy end burning bright red. Aaron silenced the music 
and Reagan rolled the back window up, cutting off all noise but trapping the cigarette smoke.
 “It goes on, but that’s the gist.”
 “What does this mean?” Reagan asked, his stomach heavy and head light. His vision was swimming a bit, but he 
forced himself  to focus on the road.
 Jarod rolled the window down the toss the cigarette out the window and placed his head in his hands. “The banks, 
our money, everyone’s, are fucking gone.” 

 Chilled, mechanical air breathed on Reagan’s skin. Goosebumps rose up like an army to warm his skin. He pe-
rused the snacks in front of  him, trying to find a mixture of  labeled flavor and bag color that appealed to his eyes. The tile 
floor and glaring synthetic lights above transported him to a skewed reality while attendant behind the counter and its glass 
barrier watched them with dulled, emotionless eyes.
 “Yoooooo!” Aaron called from the aisle beside Reagan, the voice shattering the cramped silence of  the gas station. 
“They got the things!” His pale, freckled hand shot up from above the Tic-Tacs, waving a pack of  generic, chocolate cov-
ered donuts, the crunching plastic grating to Reagan’s ears.
 “Wow, I’ve never seen those before.” Reagan drawled, staring at the gleaming caramel eyes that had bobbed back 
above the rack of  food. He snagged a pack of  orange Tics-Tacs for Jarod, who was standing out by the pump. A gentle 
white light cast on his face from the phone in his hand. 
 “Asshole.” Aaron laughed, gliding up the aisle towards the register. His dull copper hair, shaved on the sides and 
combed on top, bobbed lightly with every step. Reagan snagged a bag of  barbecue flavored baked Lays and moved up to 
the register with Aaron, who was eyeing the lottery tickets.
 “You don’t need one,” Reagan said, adding the chips, candy, and bottles of  water onto the counter beside Aaron’s 
pack of  oily donuts.
 “But what if  I win?”
 “You won’t. You’re more likely to get attacked by a shark, a bear, or get struck by lightning.”
 “That’d be cool as shit!” Aaron said. “You know, minus the lightning.”
 Reagan shook his head and slid the cashier his I.D. “Can I get a pack of  L&M’s please? That’ll be the last thing.” 
She stared at him for a second, blew a gum bubble with a resounding pop, then picked up the I.D. She barely glanced at it 
then turned, grabbed the pack of  cigarettes, and dropped them on the counter.
 “19.59,” she said in a monotone voice.
 Reagan inserted his debit card into the reader while Aaron fiddled with the rack of  sunglasses, eyeing the pairs 
and looking for one that could compliment his black jeans and grey Cedar Point sweatshirt. Reagan stuck his hands into 
the front pockets of  his own matching sweatshirt and fiddled with his fingers.
 The reader beeped and showed that the card had been declined. Reagan pulled the card out and reinserted, think-
ing it was an error, but ended up with the same result.
 “Try a different card I guess,” Aaron said. Regan pulled his credit card and tried it, but it too was declined. The 
cashier was watching him with increasing impatience and Reagan’s confusion grew. 
 Why aren’t these working? he wondered. Aaron pulled out his wallet and tossed a twenty dollar bill on the counter and 
scooped the food into his arms. 
 “Keep the change!” he yelled over his shoulder, pushing through the door. Reagan followed him, yanking the 
sleeves of  his sweatshirt down to brace against the cold. 
 Jarod was still by the car, the tall, tan, and lanky twenty-year-old leaning against the car, still engrossed by his 
phone. His stark white vans contrasted heavily against his skintight jeans and baggy, hand woven sweatshirt. As Aaron 
approached, he ran his fingers through his black, curly hair and removed the pump nozzle from the car. The putrid scent 
of  gas hung in the air.
 “The gift card’s out,” he rumbled with his deep, gravely voice.
 “Sweet!” Aaron said, tossing the tic tacs and cigarettes to Jarod. “Let me see it.” 
 Jarod begrudgingly handed it over. Aaron flicked it with his wrist towards the trash before hopping into the front 
seat. The card bounced off of  the can and rattled to the ground. Reagan put it in the trash before sliding into the driver’s 
seat while Jarod put the cap on the fuel tank. He popped a few of  the orange sweets in his mouth and dropped into the 
backseat. Reagan buckled his seatbelt and took off. 
 They were on their way back from a weekend trip over their Christmas break to Cedar Point, which the three 
friends had wanted to take as a group for years. Aaron’s parents were very wealthy and had provided the tickets and a 
night in a hotel up in Ohio. Now, they were back in North Carolina and were very close to Charlotte, only thirty minutes 
from Aaron’s house. Although the weather had been freezing, they had loved it. Weather reports called for snow that night, 
so the three were in a rush to get back to Aaron’s house before it began. 
 “I call the aux,” Aaron said. He plugged his phone into the car without waiting for an answer and quickly found 

We All Fall Down

Reflect // Ryan Stanfield
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In the Eye of  the Beholder // Abigail Stallings



Vocal chords stripped like paint and glue

from black-slicked steel,

God’s bruised knuckles clasped round

the hilt of  the chisel.  He left me

wide eyes, pricked ear, babbling lips

like koi drowning in summer breeze

but from my bones he drew stasis,

wrapped it round sound

until I became the radiation

of  black holes.  

They didn’t know

for years that I could contribute

at all, only thought I absorbed

what they threw at me

and spit it back out through my other ear

that they could not yet find.

They couldn’t see that I had the secrets

of  string theory strung through

the paint strips at my feet;

Turing’s forgotten papers burnt

in the blow torch God used to

pull steel from welded steel.

Molten metal dripped to concrete 

and I was forced to watch

as they called to the world that I 

had nothing in my silent frame.

At home I wrote them all letters,

pasted them on my walls and door

and covered every window pane until

light was eclipsed by tape and purple ink

on tea-stained notebook leaves.

I wrote the general theory

of  relativity a thousand years 

before Einstein happened 

upon the scribbled words in his desk drawer.

I quantified the universe while Heisenberg 

Apraxia still scratched his head, stumped

in the machinations of  uncertainty.

I imagined imaginary time and

just for a laugh called it 

i in my own image 

with the blood of

God’s knuckles still 

spattered on my tennis shoes.

Some day, I thought, they would find

that inside my head had lain

the theory of  everything but

all they could hear was my 

silence.

Kathleen Minor
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The Summer Dragon // Ben Yukishige

East Berlin 
November 10th, 1989

 Singing echoes around the Berlin Wall, not-quite-in-tune voices rising over the percussive tinks of  picks chipping 
into stone. Some of  the songs are German and familiar. Some Lotta only knows because her friends would listen to smug
gled-in records on smuggled-in record players while their parents were at work. 
 Lotta sympathizes with those records now. She feels as if  she is spinning and spinning, waiting for the 
music to end, for the needle to lift and place itself  into its holder, for the faintest hint of  comfortable, familiar 
static to return as the vinyl comes to a stop.
Nothing is quiet anymore. Nothing is still. 
 Not since the borders were opened yesterday on the ninth of  November.
 Night creeps up, and the streetlamps flicker to life. A crowd—children, teenagers, young adults, middle-aged 
adults, the older and the elderly—buffets the wall, some with chisels and others with the sheer potency of  their elation. 
Some of  that elation has been bolstered by drinks as if  this is a New Years’ celebration. Chips of  the wall spray like tiny 
bursts of  gray confetti.

Hannah Aaron

20                    21

 People pick up fallen chunks of  concrete, weigh them in their hands, then pocket them like shells plucked from the 
seashore. 
 Lotta thinks of  the vacation to the beach she and her parents had taken almost eleven years ago. She’d    
 been six then, little and brightly blonde. She’s forgotten most of  the trip, but she remembers dragging her toes in a line, 
back and forth and back and forth, through the Baltic Sea-chilled sand. Then she’d stepped away and watched the water 
slip over her shallow trench, softening the edges until just a small seam was left behind. Something had caught her atten-
tion—perhaps her mother had called her or she’d heard the shriek of  a particularly close gull—and by the time she looked 
back, her line was gone. She hadn’t been able to remember where she’d marked the shore.
 She’d held a grudge against the ocean for several months after that trip. How silly, she thinks, lips twitching.
 The breathless, happy shriek of  a child makes Lotta look up. A little girl is in transit, passing from one 
man’s arms—her father, perhaps?—to the outstretched hands of  a man who stands with other men and whoop
ing teenage boys on top of  the wall. The wall-man catches Lotta’s stare and nods in her direction to the ground-man.
 Ground-man looks at her and a smile widens across his face as he asks, “Want a boost?”
 She shakes her head, but he is already moving toward her, already wading through the mass of  people 
pressing around them. He takes her hand and pulls her closer to the graffitied wall. She squeals as his arms wrap 
around her waist and her feet leave the ground.
 “Another one, Walter!” he calls, and the wall-man, Walter, helps Lotta scramble up beside him while the child 
clings to his pants’ leg. 
 He steadies Lotta with a laugh and then turns back to the other men. Lotta looks down and promptly sits, legs 
dangling, the backs of her scuffed tennis shoes brushing the West Berlin side of the wall. She is not so high up, truly, but 
all those faces, all the noise prove dizzying. There is a crowd here, too. Smiling and laughing.
 Singing.
 And then a West German girl steps into the cupped palms of a boy’s hands and hefts herself up onto the wall. She
 sits beside Lotta and faces East Berlin.
 She’s dark-haired, olive-toned. Probably Turkish, Lotta decides. She thinks, She can’t be much older than me.
 Lotta is startled when the girl leans close and bumps their shoulders together, grinning. “I’m Lotta,” she says in 
precise German. “What’s your name?”
 Lotta blinks. For just a moment, there is silence. Then, like the needle meeting the surface of a record, sound 
rushes back. As well as her voice.
 “I’m Lotta, too.”
 A tentative smile purses her lips, but then she’s grinning like the other Lotta. And laughing.
 And singing.

Upon The Sand
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Snowy Sierra Vista Sunset // Olivia Leviton

Salt. 
All I can taste is salt.

My eyes. 
Hairline cracks of  crimson.

 The waves consume me,
Again.

I struggle to breathe.

Not now. 
Not this time.

A voice.
My husband.

I don’t want to hear this.

I fight to break through.

I want to tell him to stop.

Trapped. 

“Are you okay?”

Like a ship in a whirlpool

Silence.

“I’m fine.”

The waters recede.
Erasing all evidence
Once there before.

Leaving me alone.
Leaving me bare.

Barren
Brooke Burnett



 The last rays of  the sun illuminated each drop of  water that fell from the leaky faucet before each fell into the full 
bowl below, displacing a proportional amount into the air to remind us of  the perspective of  fish. The house had known 
singing earlier in the evening, but now family and all were in bed, the woodstove smoke incensing the dreams of  man and 
woman. The mountain air was heavy as eyelids.
 Walking on a pastel path where mountains sculpted like lazy sandcastles by the hand of  some cruel God. Purple 
majesty in the hazy distance. No scent or taste. Sound was only from far away or within a tin box, except for a low moan 
from further down the path, not suffering but making itself  aware. Particles pushed against another from wing of  butterfly 
or fish fin or scream is the only mark we make. Pressure is the only reality in this or the other world. 
 Now the purple sky grew darker. Rain fell around, but never on the subject. Drip of  water in puddles demanding. 
One such puddle, appearing like tar took up the path. The moaning was within it. Contours of  hands and faces pushed 
against the surface. 
 Now a baby cried. The setting was a fountain. The baby reaching for a copper coin. Almost audible “NO”.
 Reaching in, not feeling the wet, grasping by whatever there was, a heave. A hand reached for the ankle and 
grabbed it. Infinite cackling faces of  women and demons. Horse teeth and eyes of  fire and without mercy. Falling back-
wards, down a well. Manhole cover. Spiders in the dark. 
 He landed in the bed, sweating next to her. The faces and hands from the mud now pressing the walls and ceiling. 
The moan was outside and inside. A child with backwards feet walked too quickly around the room. It climbed on the bed. 
It sat on his chest. It had not face or eyes at all. For the next minute or hour it moved its face closer to his. When his eyes 
met its perfect darkness it stopped moving. He saw heads of  animals, women screaming, his family slaughtered hundreds 
of  ways. He saw his own death. All the darkness of  the human race collected in his breast like a tumor and lysed into the 
vision of  bleeding eyes and insects. The tar like puddle from the original dream was now his bed. The child was gone. He 
could move his head to look at his wife. She was sinking. She wasn’t screaming, comfortable with or without dreams. A 
silhouette with a cartoon smile had his hands on her chest and she was sinking in the mud. He tried to move his hand, but 
they were shackled. Children’s hands were holding his clothes and dragging him down too. He managed to reach out and 
touch her. At once, everything stopped.  He sighed and held her hand tightly.
 She woke with a scream. The room was filled with mirrored spheres. In every one, reflected and reflected again 
mercilessly, infinitely, she saw her face in stages of  decomposition until a skull occupied her own mind. The spheres started 
moving, flung by a thousand unseen hands. They flashed in and out of  existence, covered and coveted by darkness at 
irregular intervals. They melted in midair and like magnetic quicksilver moved to her skin, covering it, reaching thought-
lessly for her core. The metal crept through every orifice. She couldn’t move but felt the weight within and without, pulling 
her down. Her eyes were covered too, and some light fiendishly illuminated the reflection of  her soul, changing moment to 
moment but remaining in her mind, each horrible image. A fat girl reached for the sides of  her head with arms too long, 
became smoke, pulled her body in every direction at once, scattered like stardust. She woke with a scream. Her husband 
was holding her hand, awake and likewise terrified. They said nothing, but held each other. They were terrified when 
seeing the dark room, faces and shadows of  faces lurked in every corner, but when they closed their eyes, what was seen 
and unseen also became unbearable. All either could stand to see was the other. 
 Slowly, both faces changed in perception. She watched his eyes sink in his head, becoming black beads beneath a 
forehead with too many creases, watched his nose turn upwards and grow into a pig’s snout, then turn inside out with his 
frown wider than a man’s and reveal the muscle and fat beneath his visage, covered in maggots, cankers and teeth. 
 He watched her body become a mist, felt her hand dissipate from his until there was only the head, disfigured into 
a pile of  laundry that mumbled backwards human speech. Then her body reappeared, a naked mass of  rotting food, con-
sumed by something that writhed in the darkness beneath. His hand was full of  dirt and he felt some muscular invertebrate 
move within the substance. He closed his eyes. 
 He was walking in the light of  the moon. The path was a well worn ribbon of  fertile soil through the uncut rus-
tling grass. An oak tree was ahead, bare though the air held the breeze of  a summer evening. Under the oak, he saw a pale 
woman with black hair. As he got closer, he saw she was wearing a sheer linen gown. He heard music and wind. A fiddle 
and a singing voice played something both major and minor, a waltz and poetic but indistinguishable lyrics. He reached 
the woman.
 “This was a hanging tree.”

Nightmare
Sam Perry
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“Look at This Picture I Took”// Joshua Hines
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She said your name. “They tried to burn it down after. They couldn’t. It’s an evil place.”
 “I think it’s nice.”
 “Do you know this song?”
 “I’ve heard it.”
 “Do you sing?”
 “I carry a tune.”
 “A tune is heavy.”
 “I’m strong.”
 “Yes.” She walked toward him, grabbed his arm, leaned her whole body on to him. “Let’s walk.”
 “I don’t know the way.”
 “I do.”
 They walked into the tall grass.
 “You’re barefoot.”
 “So are you.”
 “Aren’t we vulnerable?”
 “Aren’t we always? The darkness. We need the hanging tree. Who should we hang?”
 “No one.”
 “Not even you?”
 “Why would you hang me?” The words echoed through the night.
 “Old time’s sake.” They reached a grave. It said his name. She unlaced her gown and started kissing him, passion-
ately, hungrily, all the lust and power of  a human soul turned to his satisfaction. He responded in kind, and as they grew 
closer they also descended into the grave and he felt his flesh rot and become soil, and her body become soil, and the call 
of  a raven, and a root growing between their former flesh.
 Then he was laying in a grave, and the rectangle of  light at the top grew larger until he was laying on the bed 
again, his wife beside him. Now it was light in the room and the myriad faces from the constant play of  the other world 
had returned to their stage facing away from the human audience. He kissed his wife on the temple. The Light filled the 
room with the scent of  cotton and flowers. Night would come again though, and there is no escape form the mind in dark-
ness. Demons haunt the human soul. 

Wild Heart / / Natalie Wegner
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 “Sometimes,” the girl with the frizzy black hair said, “you have to look closer before you decide what something 
really is.”
 Carter thought about that. He had, of  course, thought at first that her serpent was just as menacing as his own, 
but now he knew that it was actually good. At least it was to her. 
 “Is mine good too?” he asked. He had to raise his voice now, as her watery planet was drifting away. 
 “You will find out!” she said, a hopeful tone in her voice.
 “Oh- oh, okay,” he said to himself, confused, his eyebrows and nose wrinkling up. “But how?” he yelled.
 “I told you! Get closer. Who knows what you will see!”
 She was waving to him; he could see it through his telescope. He sat there, staring at her planet as it got small-
er and smaller, just thinking. Carter added a yellow blob of  a creature to his map of  the girl with the frizzy black hair’s 
planet. To the bottom of  the map, he wrote the words she had told him:

 Sometimes you have to look closer before you decide what something really is.

 Carter looked out at the planets and stars and thought. It was a good thinking. It is easy to believe that you’re small when 
you live in a big world, he thought, but then someone comes along who makes you believe that maybe you’re big. I’m big.
 And so, that night when the sun went down, Carter climbed down from his tower and headed towards his house 
across the indigo desert sand.
 “You have to look,” he told himself, “to decide.”
 He neared the place where the sand serpent lived. He kept his usual distance, but he stood tall, his hands firmly 
placed on his hip bone, the fabric of  his soft linen pants rippled by the slight wind. He brought his hazel eyes up from the 
sand and met the dragon’s violet ones. 
 They were warmer than he remembered.

What Carter Saw
Lily Calhoun 

 There once was a boy named Carter who lived on a planet with a tower. Every day, Carter sat on his tower and 
looked out his telescope. From his telescope he could see other planets, which also had towers and telescopes and solitary 
people using them and living like he did. The interesting part of  looking was not to see the towers and telescopes and 
inhabitants. No, what was interesting were the planets themselves. There were all kinds of  planets. Cloudy, ringed, watery, 
mountainous, desolate, jungley, and flat. Carter liked to draw these planets. He’d pull out his charts, rulers and paints and 
make beautiful maps of  the planets. He had a library stashed full of  sketches which he updated regularly. He was very 
proud of  his maps; they were his pride and joy.
 His only trouble was getting home. In order to get back to his house, he had to walk through a desert of  indigo 
sand. Now, the color or vastness of  the sand was not the scary part, but instead the great monster that lived there. A large, 
dark orange serpent that had two feathery arms, and a snout with long, yellowy teeth pointing out of  it, eyes of  glittering 
violet, and thick white quills lining its back lived under the only tree in the desert, and it stared at Carter every time he 
passed. Carter could not remember a day when the serpent had not been there, and he had never seen anything like it 
on any planet he had charted. Its presence loomed in the twilight, and Carter would try to avoid looking in its direction. 
Sometimes, however, the overwhelming gravity of  the serpent seemed to pull Carter’s eyes in its direction, and from its 
shadow, only its violet eyes could be seen.
 One day, Carter was sitting on top of  his tower when another planet began to draw closer and closer. Using his 
telescope, Carter could see that the inhabitant of  this planet was a girl who had frizzy black hair. She was sitting with 
her legs crossed on top of  her tower and was looking out of  her telescope. Her planet was a watery one, made mostly of  
oceans, lakes, rivers, and streams. Islands like stepping stones were scattered across its surface, a little hut built on one of
them. Carter pulled out a new leaf  of  paper and began to map her island. He drew the islands first, and then the hut and 
the tower, before he started to work on the ocean. Her planet was coming very close to his, as some planets occasionally 
did. He liked this because he could get a more detailed sketch for his map. Soon, it got close enough that he didn’t have to 
use his telescope anymore. He was beginning to paint the ocean when, suddenly, he saw the head of  a yellow sea serpent 
poke out of  the waters. Carter gasped, surprised and terrified, for he had never seen living things other than people on 
planets besides his! The yellow head was moving towards the tower. Carter began to get scared for the girl with the frizzy 
black hair, so he called out to her, “Hey! H-h--hey! You! Look out!”
 The girl looked at him and tilted her head. “What?” she yelled back. 
 “The- the snake!” he yelled. “It’s climbing onto your island!” For the yellow head had, indeed, moved out of  the 
water, revealing a body that turned red at its tail. It had scaly bumps covering every place on its body except for its slimy 
belly, and it was slithering its way to the base of  the tower. 
 The girl with the frizzy black hair turned her head and saw the serpent. “Oh… yeah,” she said, a smile now on 
her face. “That’s Brady. It’s my friend! Isn’t he so nice? He brought me some greenberries for lunch.”
 Carter, in utter disbelief, saw the serpent stand up on its tail, becoming eye-level with the girl. It opened its mouth 
and dropped dozens of  greenberries on the platform of  the tower. She picked one up and popped it in her mouth. She 
tickled the serpent’s bumpy chin affectionately. “Good boy,” she said, grinning. The serpent puffed periwinkle smoke out 
of  its nostrils and then recoiled itself  back down to the ground. The girl with the frizzy black hair looked back at Carter, a 
greenberry still in her mouth. She saw the shocked look on his face, nodded, and swallowed.
 “That’s what I thought, too, the first time I saw someone else’s monster,” she said. “I thought, ‘I’m not alone.’”
 Their planets had met the closest part of  their orbit. Carter thought that if  their planets were turned the right way, 
their towers would touch. 
 “Yours is beautiful,” Carter said quietly. “Mine has terrible feathered arms and pokey spines down its back.”
 “I know that it’s scary,” said the girl with the frizzy black hair. “Do you shiver on the 
way home?”
 “Yes.” Carter breathed. She knew. She understood.
 “Do you look at it some nights and some nights you don’t?”
 “Yes. It’s just so…” There were a million words.
 “I know.”
 There was a splash as the serpent that she called Brady leapt up out of  the water in a 
majestic arc and dove back underwater.
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DeSoto in the Dark / / Bryce Wiseman

 January 29th, 1722

On a carrack nearing Boston Harbor, I gaze
at the moon and agree with most that 
life exists there as it does here
on this trodden, soiled world. 

In 10th Century Japan, a bamboo cutter first
gazed upon his daughter—Kaguya, 
who rose from the stalk a princess
who called her faraway kingdom the moon.  

Perhaps if  then, we could meet such
wonders on the desolate white waste, 
we would intend to conquer. 
Is it not improbable? 

The Emperor sought Kaguya’s hand
in matrimony, stalking her beauty,
as Orion once set his eyes on virgin Artemis,
until her cosmic ancestors returned.

And if  the cosmic pluralists of  the Old World
say those farther from the sun’s hellfire
live in salvation, while Mercurians and Venusians,
immobilized by blisters, are but sinful statues,

what then of  Princess Kaguya and her subjects? 
Shifting in and out of  fire, dancing around
our ruthless planet in a manic-
depressive cycle—sin and salvation. 

Perhaps we are to enslave and become enslaved. 
Perhaps the moon’s children know
of  Earthling tendencies,
decided that they were unsafe from our lunacy. 

And so, every year, the moon creeps further away from
its blue sister, inching like a frightened child. 
When once the moon joined Earth in matrimony, 
It presumed us her equal. 

As I sail from the Old World, I pray they know
that Our ambition is wide enough to
eclipse the stars until they’re swallowed
in our insatiable shadow. 

Kaguya
Jacob Pritchett
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ABOUT US
Ramifications is a 32-page arts and literary magazine. We 
showcase student talent through our publication and strive 

to reflect the Berry community through our selections. 
We have been publishing our magazine for over 50 years, 
including genres such as poetry, fiction, non-fiction, essays, 
musical compositions, drama, and all types of  visual art.

All submissions are compiled into one anonymous word 
document and given to staff members to vote on. Staff 

will vote on a scale of  1 to 5 and submit their scores to the 
Editor-in-Chief. From there, the Editor-in-Chief  tallies 

the votes and presents them to the staff during a selection 
meeting. The highest voted pieces are discussed and final 

selections are made. 

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 'S NOTE
My favorite part of  working for Ramifications over the years 
has always been reading the submissions. I love to see what 
Berry students have to offer. My goal with Ramifications 
is always to create a beautiful magazine where people are 
proud to show off their work. I’ve dedicated countless hours 
along with my staff to this magazine, and we are so proud 
to share it with all of  you. I want to thank Abigail Stallings, 
our art editor, for creating the cover, back cover, centerfold, 
and all the other beautiful illustrations that you see spread 
throughout our magazine. As my last semester at Berry I’m 
sad to leave Ramifications behind, but I know I couldn’t be 
leaving the magazine in better hands than with our upcoming 
Editor-in-Chief, Emory Frie. I want to thank our readers, and 
our submitters for helping us make this magazine into what it 
is today. 

Miranda Heyman

Art Editor
Abigail Stallings

Shannon RaineyBrooke Burnett

Online Editor
Emory R. Frie
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